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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This presentation (”Presentation”) has been prepared by LEAX Group AB (publ) (the ”Company” or the ”Issuer” and together with its direct and indirect subsidiaries, the ”Group”) solely for use in connection with a contemplated amendment of the terms and conditions (the “Terms and Conditions”) for the 
bonds with ISIN SE0011088954 issued by the Issuer (the “Bonds”) (the “Amendment Process”). By reading the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms, conditions, limitations and notifications.

This Presentation has been prepared for information purposes only in connection with the Amendment Process. This Presentation does neither constitute an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, and it does not constitute any form of commitment or recommendation in relation thereto. 
No representation or warranty (expressed or implied) is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information in the Presentation.

All information provided in this Presentation has been obtained from the Group or through publicly available material. The information contained in this Presentation has not been independently verified and the Group assumes no responsibility for, and no warranty (expressly or implied) or representation is 
made as to, the accuracy, completeness or verification of the information contained in this Presentation. The information relating to the Group does not constitute a complete overview of the Group and must be supplemented by the reader wishing such completeness.

This Presentation is dated 15 June 2020. Neither the availability of this Presentation on the Company’s website, nor the delivery of this Presentation or any further discussions of the Group with any of the recipients shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the 
affairs of the Group since such date. The Group does not undertake any obligations to review, confirm, update or correct any information included in the Presentation. The Presentation may however be changed, supplemented or corrected without notification.

The content of this Presentation is not to be construed as legal, credit, business, investment or tax advice. Investors should not vote in the Amendment Process or take any other action only on the basis of the information provided herein and acknowledge that each investor will be solely responsible for and rely 
on its own assessment of the market and the market position of the Group and that it will conduct its own analysis and be solely responsible for forming its own view of the potential future performance of the Group. Hence, investors are encouraged to request from the Group and other sources such additional 
information as they require to enable them to make informed decisions, to seek advice from their own legal, tax and financial advisors and to exercise an independent analysis and judgment of the merits of the Group, to ensure that they understand the Amendment Process and the transactions contemplated 
thereby and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the Amendment Process in light of their own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits related thereto.

The Presentation is not a prospectus for the purposes of the EU Prospectus Regulation (EU 2017/1129) and has not been prepared in accordance therewith or in accordance with any other Swedish or foreign law or regulation. Accordingly, the Presentation has not been, and will not be, examined, approved or 
registered by any supervisory authority.

Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it or the information contained herein is being issued, nor may this Presentation, any copy of it or the information contained herein be distributed directly or indirectly, to or into Canada, Australia, Hong Kong, Italy, New Zealand, the Republic of South Africa, Japan, the 
Republic of Cyprus, the United Kingdom or the United States (or to any U.S. person (as defined in Rule 902 of Regulation S under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”)), or to any other jurisdiction in which such distribution would be unlawful, except as pursuant to appropriate 
exemptions under the laws of any such jurisdiction. The Group has not taken any actions to allow the distribution of this Presentation in any jurisdiction where any action would be required for such purposes. The distribution of this Presentation may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions, and persons into 
whose possession this Presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restriction. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of the applicable securities laws of any such jurisdiction. The Group disclaims any responsibility or liability for the violations of any 
such restrictions by any person.

Although the Group has endeavoured to give a correct and complete picture of the Group, the Group may not be held liable for any loss or damage of any kind, whether direct or indirect, arising from the use of the Presentation.

This Presentation and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it are subject to Swedish law. Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Swedish courts, with the District Court of Stockholm as court of first instance.

Forward Looking Statements

Certain information contained in this presentation, including any information on the Group’s plans or future financial or operating performance and other statements that express the Group’s management’s expectations or estimates of future performance, constitute forward-looking statements (when used in 
this document, the words “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate” and “expect” and similar expressions, as they relate to the Group or its management, are intended to identify forward-looking statements). Such statements are based on a number of estimates and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by 
management at the time, are subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and no guarantee can be given that such estimates and assumptions are correct. The Group cautions that such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the
actual financial results, performance or achievements of the Group to be materially different from the Group’s estimated future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by those forward-looking statements.

Audit Review of Financial Information

Certain financial information contained in this Presentation has not been reviewed by the Group’s auditor or any other auditor or financial expert. Hence, such financial information might not have been produced in accordance with applicable or recommended accounting principles and may furthermore contain 
errors and/or miscalculations.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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LEAX has a very strong market 
position and was awarded game-
changing electrical vehicle projects

• The bond issue provided financing for necessary investments related to several projects to the passenger car sector, a new segment for 
LEAX

• These projects have a long-term positive impact on the Group, with exposure to growing electrical vehicle volumes and higher EBITDA 
margins than LEAX’ commercial vehicle projects

Financially, these projects combined 
with an unexpected volume 
decrease in Q4 2019 have stretched 
us more than planned

• Several issues led to a structural pressure on the Group’s profitability in 2018 and 2019:
- After the bond had been issued, the passenger car projects were expanded and changed which gave LEAX higher expected future 

volumes but also added complexity and increased start-up costs
- Late 2019, commercial vehicle volumes began to decrease with negative impact on the Group 

• In short, the Group’s operating margins fell short of our plans and ambitions for reasons at least partially out of our control

Covid-19 effects are virtually 
impossible to assess other than by 
basic scenarios but will put further 
financial pressure on LEAX

• Covid-19 had a limited impact on our earnings in Q1 2020, and we were able to achieve our covenants
• The impact will most likely be very substantial from Q2 2020 and onwards, since nearly all our customers suspended production in 

some way during the spring and now signal a slow build-up of production pace
• For financial planning purposes, we are working with a few basic scenarios for 2020 and 2021, but they should not be considered as 

forecasts or budgets
• The scenarios indicate that it will be difficult for LEAX to meet the Net debt/EBITDA covenant for the foreseeable future

Liquidity-focused action plans are 
undertaken

• The Company is undertaking several measures to further safeguard liquidity
• These measures include various cost-reduction activities and reducing investment spending where possible, but also to arrange 

additional external financing to be able to complete the final necessary investments in the passenger car projects

LEAX needs several amendments to 
the bond terms and covenants

• Covid-19 will have a negative effect on LEAX’ expected EBITDA growth and thus delay the planned deleverage, although the Group 
expects to be able to pay all coupon interest as planned

• The Group is therefore seeking to amend the terms and conditions for the bond to: i) include an incurrence and maintenance test 
holiday for 6 quarters, resulting in next testing date being Q4 2021; and ii) include a possibility to incur an additional 120 MSEK of new 
debt financing if necessary
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BACKGROUND AND SHORT-
TERM OUTLOOK



USE OF PROCEEDS FROM BOND (1/2)
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▪ LEAX issued the bonds to serve as 
financing for necessary 
investments related to several 
passenger car projects

▪ This segment is new for LEAX but 
highly promising due to the 
exposure to higher-growth 
electrical vehicle volumes and 
higher EBITDA margins

▪ The projects are currently in a 
gradual ramp-up phase, and have 
experienced less volume impact 
from Covid-19 than the vehicle 
market in general



USE OF PROCEEDS FROM BOND (2/2)
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▪ The bond was issued in Q2 2018

▪ During H1 2019, LEAX was awarded 
additional volumes and models within 
the passenger car projects

▪ In addition to becoming more complex, 
this led to higher necessary investments 
which were not fully known when the 
bond was issued



COVID-19 SITUATION IS DIFFICULT BUT CAN BE MANAGED
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• LEAX mastered the financial crisis 2008/2009 and came out of that stronger than before the crisis

• We can and will do the same now!

LEAX management team focus

• Manage the cost, must be reduced as much as turnover is reduced

• Manage liquidity – be in close contact with all our stakeholders

• Do not forget that in every crisis there are also opportunities

• Be in close contact with our customers and see what we can help them with

• Health and Safety focus for all personnel – so far, no known cases 



WE ISSUED A PRESS RELEASE REGARDING EFFECTS OF 
COVID-19 2020-03-30 19.00

LEAX Group concerned about future breaches of covenants due to Covid-19

• With reference to the recent and accelerating negative effects of Covid-19 LEAX Group publishes additional 
information.

• Most of LEAX Group’s customers have indicated considerable stoppages or disturbances in production in the 
near future. We have reason to believe that this will lead to difficulties for LEAX Group to fulfill the 
covenants and obligations set out in relation to the bonds (ISIN: SE0011088954) issued by the company, 
primarily with respect to the key ratio Adjusted Net Debt/EBITDA and the bond terms limiting the issuance 
of additional financial debt.

• If covenants are indeed broken or if there is a need for additional debt, LEAX Group and our advisers will 
reach out to bond holders in the near term to discuss proposals for a joint solution.

• The personnel, board and management of the company have successful experience from the severe 
downturn in the commercial vehicle space in 2008 – 2009. The measures referenced in the press release of 
2020-03-19 and the company’s strong market position, not least in delivering solutions to electrical vehicles, 
give us confidence that LEAX Group will have a satisfactory level of profitability and leverage over time.
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INDEPENDENT EXPERTS CONSIDER THREE POTENTIAL 
OUTLOOKS FOR 2020 AND SUBSEQUENT RECOVERY

DATA PER 20200430: SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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PASSENGER CAR VOLUMES ARE EXPECTED TO SHARPLY DECLINE 
IN 2020, BUT LEAX EXPECTS SEGMENT GROWTH

DATA PER 20200430: SUBJECT TO CHANGE

▪ Passenger car volumes are 
expected to sharply decline in 
2020 compared to 2019

▪ The segment is new for LEAX 
and the Group had very little 
segment revenue in 2019

▪ Electrical vehicles are 
expected to have better 
volume development than 
market in general

▪ For 2020, this should mean 
that LEAX could achieve 
revenue growth in this 
segment



OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE ESSENTIALLY STOPPED MAKING 
FORECASTS FOR 2020 AND BEYOND... 

11DATA PER 20200504: SUBJECT TO CHANGE



...AND ARE INSTEAD FOCUSING ON BROAD SCENARIO 
PLANNING

12DATA PER 20200504: SUBJECT TO CHANGE



LEAX’ SITUATION TYPICALLY MIRRORS THE CV MARKETS, 
BUT CAR PROJECTS REPRESENT NET NEW BUSINESS
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2018 2019

c c c

2020 2021 2022

2015
Car projects awarded, 
including electrical 
vehicles (”EV”)

2018 – Q2 
2019
Strong 
commercial 
vehicle (”CV”) 
market

Q3 – Q4 2019
CV volumes 
soften

Q1 2020
Jan + Feb 
Good CV 
volumes
March
Covid-19

Q2 2020
CV : OEMs stop
EV: Disturbance 
but strong OEM 
demand 

Q2 2020 and 
onwards
Recovery 
scenarios

Long-term ambitions
Unchanged; strong and 
optimistic



SUMMARY OF THE SITUATION AS PER JUNE

▪ Covid-19 has caused negative major impact – company is working with two scenarios (U-shape and L-
shape) to assess medium term outlook

▪ Covenants not broken for Q1 and liquidity is currently under control

▪ Necessary to finalize 2020 investment programme as planned in order to achieve expected EBITDA uplift 
from passenger car projects

▪ Discussions ongoing with banks, governments and key customers for various financing schemes (loans, 
prepayments etc) – full funding for 2020 has been achieved

▪ Some basic scenario planning for 2020 – 2022 is discussed on following slides; actual outcome will be highly 
sensitive to actual customer demand and the presented should not be seen as a forecast or budget

14



FINANCIAL SCENARIO PLANNING FOR LEAX GROUP (1/3)
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▪ An ”L-shape” scenario for LEAX in 2020 could imply a revenue drop of 30% or more compared to 
2019, hopefully followed by revenue growth of 10 – 20% per year in 2021 and 2022 since the car 
projects represent net new business compared to the past

▪ A ”U-shape” scenario would imply less of a decrease in 2020 but even in this case a revenue drop 
of 20% compared to 2019 is not unlikely. Growth rates in 2020 and 2021 would be higher in this 
scenario as commercial vehicle volumes would decrease less than in the ”L-shape” scenario

▪ EBITDA1 margins are very difficult to predict as they are dependent on the sales mix between 
commercial vehicles and other business but LEAX would in general aim to have an EBITDA1 margin 
above 7% in the coming years

▪ Investments/capex are assumed to continue as planned in both scenarios. This would imply an 
investment level of up to 180 MSEK in 2020, gradually decreasing to below 80 MSEK in 2022. These 
investment levels may be revised in discussions with our customers and could of course also be 
impacted upwards if significant new business is won during the coming years – several interesting 
opportunities exist.

1 Excluding IFRS 16

DATA PER 20200517: SUBJECT TO CHANGE



Summary financial scenario planning Actual U-scenario L-scenario

SEK million 2019 2020 2021 2022 2020 2021 2022
Sales 1 740 1 400 - 1 600 1 700 - 1 900 1 800 – 2 500 1 200 - 1 400 1 500 - 1 700 1 700 - 1 900

EBITDA (excl IFRS 16) 108 110 - 140 150 - 180 175 - 250 90 - 110 120 - 150 150 - 175

Investments 160 - 180 70 - 100 60 - 80 160 - 180 70 - 100 60 - 80

FINANCIAL SCENARIO PLANNING FOR LEAX GROUP (2/3)
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Comments

▪ EBITDA presented excluding IFRS16 effects

▪ Some government support included in scenarios, notably delay of tax / VAT payments

▪ In case of “L-shape” scenario, more cost reducing actions would be undertaken

DATA PER 20200517: SUBJECT TO CHANGE

ILLUSTRATIVE – SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED FORECAST OR BUDGET



FINANCIAL SCENARIO PLANNING FOR LEAX GROUP (3/3)
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Implications of the scenario planning

▪ In broad terms, the scenario planning indicates that:

- Liquidity is currently under control, but it may occasionally be difficult to achieve the specific 
requirement of 75 MSEK minimum available cash in the coming 12 – 18 months 

- Additional Investment loans of approximately 100 MSEK are required to carry out the final stages 
of the investment programme related to the car projects. Such loans have been granted and will 
be drawn down when an agreement has been reached with bond holders to amend the bond 
terms.

- It would be difficult for LEAX to achieve the Net debt/Adjusted EBITDA covenant of max 6.0x 
during 2020 and 2021, at least in an “L-shape” scenario, and certainly without finalizing the 
investment programme for the car projects

DATA PER 20200517: SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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IMPLICATIONS: POTENTIAL 
AMENDMENTS TO BOND TERMS



LEAX NEEDS: BOND AMENDMENTS/WAIVER
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Current bond term/covenant Comment Proposed amended term/covenant

Maintenance test:
Net debt/Adjusted EBITDA < 6.0x

Will in all probability not be possible in 
the short term

Covenant ”holiday” throughout Q3 
2021, next test occurs for Q4 2021

Maintenance test:
Minimum 75 MSEK available cash at all 
times

Terms not conducive to business 
recovery:
• “Amorteringsfrihet” alone increases 

debt temporarily
• LEAX may need in short term to 

increase secured new debt to finalize 
current investment programme in 
order to achieve EBITDA uplift

Covenant ”holiday” throughout Q3 
2021, next test occurs for Q4 2021

Incurrence test:
Net debt/Adjusted EBITDA < 4.0x until 
29 May 2020, thereafter 3.75x

Covenant ”holiday” throughout Q3 
2021 for incurrence of new Investment 
Loans, required from Q4 2021

Maximum 200 MSEK in Investment 
Loans (Other loans)

Maximum 320 MSEK in Investment 
Loans (Other loans), thus an increase 
of current cap by 120 MSEK – no 
incurrence test

NB: LEAX will continue to publish quarterly reports and provide information on the above, but tests/covenants would be temporarily suspended



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Rent reductions are already in place
− Köpingehus AB is the owner of the real estate used by LEAX in Köping (Sweden), Detmold (Germany), 

Riga and Rezekne (Latvia)
− Köpingehus AB is in turn owned by LEAX majority shareholders (Berggren and Seger families)
− Köpingehus AB has agreed to convert the rent for LEAX companies into a variable rent tied to revenue, 

which implies a rent reduction/EBITDA improvement for LEAX of 3 – 6 MSEK for 2020 depending on 
the scenarios discussed previously 

• The long-term plan is an IPO
− The board and owners have made a decision to evaluate a listing of the company
− The initial potential time table was to aim for a listing during 2021 – this may or may not be achievable 

with the impact of Covid-19 but relevant preparations will continue
− A potential IPO process is likely to include pre-IPO financing as well as a significant issue of new equity

20
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APPENDIX:
FINANCIAL SUMMARY



Q1 INCOME STATEMENT
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MARCH 31 FINANCIAL POSITION
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Q1 CASH FLOW STATEMENT
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